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Preface
Compiled in this report are annual progress reports of 6 projects under SHAREE, covering the
period of January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013. Detailed progresses of project wise activities
against targets are being presented in separate chapters on individual project. Since its
inception in 1972, the Self-Help Association for Rural People through Education and
Entrepreneurship (SHAREE) has been working with persistent endeavor for the socioeconomic
up-liftmen of the poorest of the poor in the country. The areas, according to the SHAREE
strategic plan, are considered to be focused are- Rights of Minorities, Women Human Rights,
Dalit Rights, Education & actions to under climate change situation, Development of Human
Rights Defender, Strengthening of Panchayets of Dalit community under a network,
empowerment of women through inclusion in Dalit Panchayet, and development of youth as
future leader.
The country have witnessed an unparalleled political turmoil throughout the year, almost
every sector of social, political and economic activities remained virtually standstill
throughout the year due to indiscriminate observance of general strike, hartal, blockade,
burning and breaking of vehicles, houses, etc., by political rivals. Development activities have
been severely hampered during the reporting year.
Moreover, 2013 may be also termed as one of worst year for the minorities; religious
minorities were the victims of government actions against initiation of trial against war
criminals. Just after pronouncement of verdicts against war criminals a group of unruly
fundamentalist carryout unprecedented atrocities against minorities; they vandalized
worship and houses of minority families throughout the country. Many persons were
severely injured of which 4 of them subsequently died. The severity and magnitudes of
violence were comparable only with the brutality of Pakistani occupational army carried out
against Bangalees in 1971 liberation war.
I express my warm appreciation to the SHAREE staff members for the committed and dedicated
efforts in their works. I also express my heartiest gratitude to Partner organizations supporting
SHAREE for her endeavors for Dalit Human rights in Bangladesh. Special thanks to the members
of the editorial committee for their outstanding role in formulating the Annual Report for the
year 2013.

Preo Bala Biswas
Executive Director
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1. Introduction
SHAREE (Self-Help Association for Rural people through Education and Entrepreneurship), a
women led non-government, non-profitable and non-political right based organization was
established in 1992 with a clear vision of “Establishment of Human Rights of Minorities with
emphasis to Dalit and other professionally excluded people so that they can live in dignity with the
mainstream society being free from poverty, injustice and discrimination”. SHAREE has been
working mostly for the mainstreaming of the minorities with special emphasis to Dalit Community
and empowerment of women through establishing women human rights. SHAREE believes on
non-directive, bottom up, integrated and participatory development work and acts as a catalyst
with concerned people of its working areas. It aspires for a society free from exploitation,
deprivation, malnutrition and oppression. Where every individual will be able to get rightful shares
of the resources, human rights, basic needs, and justice will be honored; all could be able to live in
peace and harmony as stated in the holy constitution of the country.
SHAREE from the very beginning of its intervention in the field of development geared all its
strength towards reducing gaps between mainstream minorities with special emphasis to
Dalit/indigenous community through bringing the untouchable community in the mainstream of
development. Particular emphases have been provided towards minimizing discrimination against
women in the community. In order to address adverse effect of global warming and climate
change in Bangladesh, the organization has also included climate change as priority sector in its
interventions.

1.1 SHAREE Intervention in the field of Development
SHAREE focused all its interventions directed to empowerment of Dalit community, the most
outrageous and intolerable cast system created by so called civilized society in the question of
sacred & un-sacred. SHAREE endeavor is to ensure women participation at all decision making
committees, prepare children for education mainstreaming & strengthening Dalit Panchayet
and youth clubs for establishing their human rights. The intervention that addressed in
implementation of development programs are:1. Human Rights and Good Governance: Minorities particularly Dalit community in Bangladesh
continues to struggle to gain access to human rights protection services and the justice system
as a whole. They are deprived of access to such services due to a general lack of knowledge and
awareness, lack of representation, complex procedural systems, corruption, lack of trust in law
enforcers, and infrastructural and economic barriers that exist within the country.
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2. Education: Dalit literacy rate is far below than that of the National average because of
hundreds of year’s accumulated discrimination & deprivation. The tasks are not only limited to
arranging educational facilities for the community children but also to encourage their parents
to send children in those schools. Most Dalit parents prefer to involve their children in works
for supplementing family income. SHAREE provided its best effort to overcome the situation
and to support Dalit community children for mainstreaming to existing education sector &
support to Millennium declaration EFA as well.
3. Climate Change and Disaster management: In adverse effect of global warming and Climate
Change has become an unavoidable reality to the people of Bangladesh, especially in the
coastal zone. The geographical position along with the huge population, poverty, low literacy
and malnourishment has amplified the threat of Climate Change. Under the leadership of
SHAREE a forum was established with the participation of different partner organizations
named as “Climate Change and Justice Network” to execute the above stated emergency
components for challenging the crisis of climate change and vulnerability of disaster situation.
SHAREE is also the member of Network of Climate Change in Bangladesh & implementing the
planned activities for awareness development and adaptation under a changed situation.
4. Gender and Development: Respect to each other and responsibility for social development is
followed no discrimination for any sex is the main basis of Gender Equity. Evidence in the new
millennium however shows the need for more focused work on gender & empowerment issues
to change norms of the society so that the rights of the girl and women can be protected.
Women are deprived off and also facing vulnerability in the family level, in the society and in
the state level. Right to possess equal opportunity in terms of right to enjoy mental and
personal freedom as stated in the Constitution of the country is needed to be executed & to be
protected by the law is the main theme behind SHAREE gender Development intervention. The
equal rights on property and as well as participations of the women in the decision making
process will act as fundamental to human progress for a sustainable development. Being a
women lead organisation SHAREE carefully handle the issue.
5. Organization Development: Organization Development is a significant program through
which SHAREE tries to sensitize its program partners about their situation in the society. A
gradual learning in the process of development planning and implementation is strictly
followed by SHAREE for strengthening its own capacity and thus support to build up Community
capacity through Community Based Organizations (CBO) for sustainable development.
Mobilization, Networking, Resource Integration, Policy Development and practice supports to
attain the goal. SHAREE’s goal is to develop a non-directive, bottom-up, integrated and
participatory development framework where people can enjoy their human rights without any
discrimination of race cast and sex under poverty free situation.
During 2013 SHAREE’s assignments with the Dalit, community in general and Dalit women in
particular, were mostly focused on promotion and protection of Dalit Human rights and
establishment of rights of women and children, building awareness about dire effects of violence
against women in the society, initiate campaign to resist violence against women, involvement of
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outcast community in the main stream of the society and eradication of illiteracy, environmental
issues, etc. Special emphasis was given towards empowerment of Dalit women human rights
through inclusion in Dalit Panchayet, the most powerful local administrative unit the community.
Almost incessantly, Human Rights of Minorities are being grossly abused and violated by the
powerful section in the country; in most cases administration and political leadership remain
either silent or supportive to violators. The constitution of Bangladesh, one of most progressive
and secular, provides enough space for rights of every individual human being living in this
geographic area. However, in reality the minorities helplessly observed that the spirits of
constitutions are now and then being shamelessly violated with different plea by a group of
powerful insane vested group. The examples of violation of constitutional rights may be seen if
the atrocities by scoundrels against minorities are observed after almost every general election
at least since independence.
2013 may be termed as one of worst year for minorities, recently the Government has
initiated trails of war criminals through forming special tribunal but unfortunately it is the
religious minorities who have been victims of this decision/action. Just after pronouncement
of verdicts against Mr. Delwar Hossain Saydee his party “Jamat-e-Islami” and its student
organization “Shibir” vandalized 110 worship and 182 houses of minority families throughout
the country. 34 persons were severely injured of which 4 of them subsequently died. After
declaration of the death sentenced against another Jamat-e-Islami leader Kader Molla, the
same organization’s crooks on November 3, 2013 attacked Hindus in Bongram of Sathia
Upazilla and on November 16, 2013 they attack Nomo para of Barishal district. The severity
and magnitudes of violence were comparable only with the brutality of Pakistani
occupational army carried out against Bangalees in 1971 liberation war.
Interestingly, after every incidence both government and opposition start to play blame
game against each other but so far no one has undertaken any concrete actions to stop
repetition of such carnages. The minorities became hostage to the political confrontation
between governing and opposition party supporters. Authorities have miserably failed to
provide neither justice nor protection for the victims of attacks-no one is known to have been
held accountable for the mysterious mob violence against minorities in the recent past.

1.2 Summary of annual Progress
A number of pre-planned activities were implemented during the year in order to achieve projects
as well as organization’s objectives under 6 projects. These are very briefly-undertaking
motivational campaign targeting orthodox Dalit Panchayet leaders for women empowerment,
operating pre-primary school, non-formal primary education and social education, different
human development and skills development training, advocacy campaign(s) and establishment
and nursing of networking of Dalit CBOs, establishment of linkage between Dalit CBOs/Panchayet
and different service providing organizations, organize rallies and meetings on different human
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rights/gender issues and also involvement of civil society members in Dalit affairs. The activities
performed are briefly as follows:
Training to target group members: Different Target group trainings are organized under
different projects these are Capacity Building of New Panchayet, Human development Training
of New Panchayet, Training to Panchayet on RTI, Govt., Services & Constitutional Rights,
Training to Shadow Panchayet, Paralegal & Constitutional Rights training to leaders, training to
human right defenders, Training to pair on gender development, etc.
Rapid Response on human rights Violence cases & access to justice: On January 10, 2014,
Friday, a group of people including Project Coordinator visited Village: Chapatala, Upazila :
Avaynagar, District Jessore to provide moral supports to the victims of brutal shameless attacks
against minorities carried out by a group of hooligans during the day of national election.
Public Hearing on Human rights situation Ethnic minority and Dalit: In order to create public
awareness about Dalit and Horizon’s problem, a session of “Public Hearing on Human rights
situation of Ethnic Minorities and Dalit” was organized. A group of distinguished personalities
from different sections of the society participated as member of judge panel. 120 participants
from various ethnic minority and Dalit communities participated in the session of which 23%
were female.
National level dialogue for free and fair voting rights for ethnic minorities: With a view to
sensitize national elites and media people about torture/oppression/forceful obligation to the
minorities SHAREE organized the sharing session titled as ‘Election: Minority oppression’ was
organized. Among other distinguish personalities Honorable Information Minister of
Bangladesh Hasanul Haq Innu MP attended the meeting.
Strengthening women organization of minorities and Dalits DWMB & Bangladesh Horizon
Okkoy Parishad & Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet forum: during the reporting period, SHAREE
organized meetings with CBOs namely Bangaldesh Horizon Okka Parishad, Bangladesh Dalit
Panchayet Forum and Dalit Women Movement in Bangladesh.
Day Observation: To raise mass awareness about the rights of cobbler and sweeper
community, SHAREE organized and celebrated all relevant National and International days. In
this occasion, the Project has organized rally and discussion session where men, women and
children of all section have participated. During the year three days on 8th March, 21 March, 6th
December and 10th December were observed.
Lobby meeting with Social welfare/Mayor/government officials: In order to establish Dalit
right in the different safety net programs undertaken by government, several meetings
organized in the working areas of Sherpur, Jamalpur, Dhaka & Narayangonj. Department of
Social Welfare, Women & children Affairs, Youth Development, Upazila Education Officer were
knocked with community leaders to introduce the leaders & information about the support
available. The officials introduce the existing support available with the department and
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procedure of receiving the support. This has opened the possibilities to Dalit male & female to
communicate in a regular basis. Almost all the Panchayet applied for available services to
different department
Sharing meeting with National Human Rights Commission: SHAREE organized an informal
meeting with the chairman of national Human Rights Commission BD. Dr. Mizanur Rahman to
share the human rights situation all over the country.
Shadow Panchayet Formation: In order to empower and develop leadership & confidence of
Dalit women, development of an institution for them is a unique idea which was initiated by
this project. 65 groups with 15 members each is formed & regularly meeting with them.
Monthly meeting of Shadow Panchayet: All Shadow Panchayet met once in every month. All
members of the shadow Panchayet committee attended the meetings. The meeting is a
learning forum for women of the community to promote and protect women rights in the
society. Community Development Coordinator of SHAREE facilitate the session in a
participatory process to know the basic Human Rights, rights that possessed by the women,
Gender equity, Panchayet activities, Service Delivery Institutions surround, legal action
procedure for victim women etc. In those meeting they also shared their problems, discussed
how they can solve those problems.
General Meetings on Inclusion Women in Panchayet: This isolated and neglected section of
the modern civilization traditionally viewed women role is restricted within the family
housekeeping and child bearing; they were not even allowed to pass their opinion in family
decision making. The main issue of such meetings was to clarify about why women should be
included in the Panchayet and how they can contribute in Community development.
Sensitize workshop on Women inclusion in New Panchayet: In order to make aware about
women role in the family/society, a sensitizing meeting with the representative from all the
newly developed Panchayet was organized centrally at SHAREE Office, Dhaka. Contribution of
women in the family, in the society and as well as nationally was shared for bringing out a
consensus to ensure women participation in the Panchayet.
Quarterly meetings of Shadow Panchayet members: Quarterly meetings with the Shadow
Women Panchayet committee members were organized, different women related issues likeRights of women in the family/in the society/in the state, violence against women-their causes
and remedies, importance of child education, etc., were discussed and shared in order to make
them aware. The Project staff members facilitated the meeting with the information’s on legal
steps against any of the oppression, Eve teasing, Child marriage, Dowry. Open sharing on the
problem solving process with the support of Panchayet. Leaders of local Panchayet Committee
participation are an added support to open the door of Women participation in the Panchayet
and community development effort.
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Quarterly CMC meeting: Centre Management Committee Meeting (CMC): Meetings of centre
Management Committee were held during the year. The CMC was formed to oversee Project
works and ensure proper management of pre-primary schools established by the project.
Besides, members of CMC other male and female residence of the colony also attended the
meetings.
Quarterly meeting of Central leaders (Panchayets): 3 meetings of central leaders held during
the reporting period. National Political situation, atrocities against, importance of nationwide
net work development, support to District Committee formation, assure women involvement &
cooperation for community development, up-date information on the service delivery sectors
of the Government, next general meeting & new committee formation etc shared in the
meeting.
Yearly Coordination meeting with Shadow Panchayet: The yearly coordination meeting with
the Shadow Panchayet committee members held at BRDB hall room, Sherpur Upazila Parishad
in presence of the Government Officials & leaders of the Panchayet. Women related issues,
Women contribution for community development, Changes of attitude towards women
oppression, dowry, women participation in the social arbitrary session, girl child education etc
shared and process to overcome the problems shared for future course of action.
Panchayet Network Strengthening: The Dalit Panchayet Committee is a national forum for
Dalit; representatives of Dalit Panchayet from all over the country joined together to formed
this central Committee. Two Members from SHAREE supported project areas are among the
central committee members. The central committee meeting of the Forum held in Dhaka.
Development of “Dalit Women Movement of Bangladesh :(DWMB)”(Dalit Nari Andolan):With
the ultimate goal of empowering women and as well as develop their leadership the “Dalit
women Movement of Bangladesh” was formed. Advance women member of Dalit & Horizon
community were selected in a democratic process. SHAREE supported them to meet bymonthly and share the women problems in the community level and their effort for problem
solving. Dhaka Zillah committee of Dalit women movement also formed with the members of
Shadow Women Panchayet to run side by side with the Dhaka Zila Committee of Dalit
Panchayet Forum. The committee sits quarterly as other District committee of Dalit Panchayet
Forum.
Establish Education centre: 13 centers have been under operation during the reporting period.
A total of 340 students got educational supports in these centers. Local Center Management
Committee is formed to supervise the activities of locally appointed teacher and the
advancement of the students. Mothers meeting also organized by the teacher to develop
family/community concern for children education. National curricula follow for teaching the
students & the teachers are trained accordingly on pedagogy. Centers were in the different
Dalit colonies of SHAREE working areas. 3 out of total are in Sherpur & 1 Narayangonj. & the
rest under DCC.
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District Committee formation: During the period 5 districts Committee were formed; 125 office
bearers were democratically elected by the Panchayet and shadow Panchayet leaders. Among
the office bearers of district committee 23% are female. Representatives from existing central
committee visited different areas to form the committee.
Freelance Media Actors orientation: 10 freelance media actors have been selected from 10
districts of the country, the prime intention for such media actors appointing by the project is
to collect and published information about Dalits of the districts where project staff are not
directly working. The monthly reports of the Media Actors printed through the Dalit Kantha for
massive circulation on the Dalit situation in the country.
Publication on Dalit issue: All planned 12 issues of the Dalit Kontha have been dully published
and distributed to the relevant people
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2. Projects of SHAREE
In 2013, SHAREE has implemented 5 Projects these are:

1. “Strengthening the Voice of Human Rights Defenders to protect Rights and Entitlements
of Ethnic Minority”
2. Promoting gender sensitive Panchayets of Dalit community in Bangladesh
3. Improving Access to Justice of Dalit Community Through Human & Women Rights
Education”
4. Pre-primary School for Dalit Children
5. Advocacy to Enhance Justice for the Climate Vulnerable People in Bangladesh

6. Justice for Food and Agriculture system in Bangladesh

2.1 Strengthening the Voice of Human Rights Defenders to protect
Rights and Entitlements of Ethnic Minority
Supported by OXFAM GB

2.1.1 Final beneficiaries &/or target groups: The final beneficiary of the action was
847907 which include the indirect beneficiary. (Including paper readers)
Direct: Total-615. (Female: 328 Male: 287)
The direct beneficiaries are 6 CBO from different colonies under Dhaka District, out of Dhaka
District there are 10 CBO’s (Bangladesh Dalit and Minority Human Rights Movement
(BDMHRM).) and Dalit & Minority Media Defender Group.
No. of events

Activities Implemented
Yearly target

Training for Human Rights Defenders from
indigenous communities
Rapid Response on human rights Violence
cases & access to justice.
Public Hearing on human rights situation
ethnic minority and Dalit
National level dialogue free and fair voting
rights for ethnic minorities
Strengthening women organization of
minorities and Dalits DWMB & Bangladesh
Horizon Okkoy Parishad & Bangladesh
Panchayet forum
Day Observation (6th December’ 2013 World
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planned

Achieved

No. of Participants
attended
Male Female Total

1

1

1

25

7

32

1

1

1

10

20

30

1

1

1

58

45

103

1

1

1

93

28

120

6

6

6

41

109

150

1

1

1

35

52

87
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Dignity Day)
Lobby meeting with Social welfare

1

1

1

16

11

27

2.1.2 Activities performed in 2013
Training to Human Right Defenders
As per annual plan, one batch of training to human rights defenders was organized with the
participation of 32 indigenous
Female share
representatives from different set
up
like
community
leader,
Female
22%
community student, Advocate,
Journalist and Media Activist.
Male
78%
Among the participants 22% were
female. 3 days training course
supported the participants with
information
on
constitutional
rights, Human rights, UN declaration on Human rights and the process of taking action against
any of the violation of Human rights. It was stipulated that “Human rights defenders” from the
most neglected and discriminated communities in the long run will help establishment of rights
for the community.
Rapid Response on human rights Violence cases & access to justice
On January 10, 2014, Friday, a group of people including Project Coordinator visited Village:
Chapatala, Upazila : Avaynagar, District Jessore to provide moral supports to the victims of
brutal shameless attacks against minorities carried out by a group of hooligans during the day
of national election. Trends of such atrocities may be witnessed during almost every general
election; Hindus have been targeted around each general election, as they are perceived as
“safe” vote banks for the AL party., just after pronouncement of schedule of 10th
parliamentary election the major parties started to fight each other, as these parties have
violently fought each other in the street, Hindus have been terrorized, their homes and shops
sets on fire, their belonging looted, their temple vandalized, women are violated in different
parts of the country namely Sherajgong, Shatkira, Dinajpur, Natore, Noakhali, Feni, Laxmipur,
Chittagong, Chapai Nababgong, Rajshai, Magura and Joypur Hat. Such acts of terrorization
have been continuing. Reportedly, attackers were mostly linked to the opposition Jamat-eIslami/BNP and some ruling party AL members also participated.
During the visit the team members observed that how maliciously a village can be devastated
through manmade disaster. One Mr. Biswajit Sarker a collage going student narrated that at
around 10 AM while he was returning from voting center after casting his vote some of his
classmates who were happened to be BNP/Jamat supporters started to beat him, they were
shouting why he went to voting centre violating their boycotting call. The incident spread
across the Malopara with a message if anyone dares to cast their vote the similar action will
12 | P a g e
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be taken against them as well. At the same time a group of people from nearby Muslim
villages had also warned the Hindus not to go to voting centers for casting their votes. At one
stage, groups in favor and against of holding general elections started fighting against each
others. Md. Jahid, a palli Chikissak (local doctor), supporter of Mr. Abdul Wahab, an
independent candidate of the MP election could manage to stop quarrellings and asked them
to settle the issue through Salish. However, although it seemed that both parties have agreed
with Md. Jahid but at 4 PM nearly 600/700 people from outside the area gathered near
Malopara with local lethal arms like Da, Axe, hockey stick, sticks. The minority dwellers of
Malopara were so scared that all members of 104 families have flown away vacating their
house and properties unguarded. Most of them crossed the river Bhairab for shelter. Even
then the attackers did not stop, they have mercilessly beaten men and women, vandalized
every houses, temples. During attacks 6 of the Malopara residents were severely injured and
subsequently admitted to hospital of which 2 of them succumbed to death.
The villagers informed the visiting team that the attackers were mostly linked to the opposition
Jamat-e-Islami and its forefront organization Shibir, the local leaders of these organizations are
responsible for such heinous acts. The team observed with dismay that most of the residents of
the village who were migrated to other places have not return yet. The village dwellers are also
extremely disappointed with the ruling party as well as local administration because they did
not take any initiatives neither to prevent massacres nor could provide justice to the victims of
attacks. No one is known to have been held accountable for these barbaric acts. Such behavior
of authorities has to be changed, as continued impunity will only encourage more
discrimination and violence. (Detailed report is annexed with this annual report
Public Hearing on Human rights situation Ethnic minority and Dalit
According to the project annual
plan, a session of “Public Hearing
on Human rights situation of
Ethnic Minorities and Dalit” was
organized.
A
group
of
distinguished personalities from
different sections of the society
participated as member of judge
panel. 120 participants from
various ethnic minority and Dalit
communities participated in the
session of which 23% were
female. The objectives of the public hearings are:



To create public awareness about Dalit and Horizon’s problems
To save Dalit community from extinction

The major observations and suggestions of hearing are:
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1. Unwillingness and disinterested towards formal education-Due to lack of adequate
and proper supports either from the state and/or from society Dalit parents are
reluctant to send their children to the schools. Hostile attitudes of teachers and
classmates also other contributing factors resulting higher rate of drop-out of Dalit
student from the schools at an early stage. Because of illiteracy they are bound to
undertake their parental professions like sweeping, leather works, barber, etc.
2. Acute housing problems: Almost all Dalits are involved with the job that they have
inherited; as a result they have been living in the same colony and in the same allotted
house for generations together. They live in small houses. Sometimes it is seen that a
ten member family is living in a 120 sft small room. On the contrary, people do not want
to rent out their house to them even if they can afford to pay rent.
3. Lack of awareness about pregnancy and maternity related health problems: Millions of
women in Bangladesh experience life threatening and other serious health problems
related to pregnancy or childbirth. Different empirical evidences show that
complications of pregnancy and childbirth cause more deaths and disability than any
other reproductive health problems. The situation is worse in backward societies like
Dalits due to inadequate access to modern health services and poor utilization. Female
education retains a net effect on maternal health service use, independent of other
women's background characteristics, household's socioeconomic status and access to
healthcare services.
The chief guest of the event Chairman National Human Rights Commission Dr. Mizanur Rahman
expressed his support to the Dalit community. Daliy Bhorer Kagoj published the News.
National level dialogue for free and fair voting rights for ethnic minorities
It was observed that in each of the phase of election in Bangladesh violence before and after
the election placed by a section of Muslim fundamentalist carried-out attacks on religious
minorities, they burned minorities’ house/properties, physically assaults male member and
violated women. The religious minorities in Bangladesh are being subjected to repression by
the vested powerful quarters which appeared to be in a spree of grabbing their lands &
ethnic clanging. The vested groups mobilize innocent people through publishing rumors, false,
baseless, unfounded and fabricated propaganda against minorities. Minor incidences are not
reported at all in any sorts of public media. As a result the vested quarters take this opportunity
to continue their oppression against relatively weaker helpless minorities. The minority people
are decreasing steadily. In 1947 the Religion Minority was 29% now it comes down 9.7% due
to continuous repression on religion Minority.
With a view to sensitize national elites and media people about torture/oppression/forceful
obligation to the minorities SHAREE organized the sharing session titled as ‘Election: Minority
oppression’ held in the Cirdap international seminar room on 27th December, 2013. The
Honorable Information of Bangladesh Minister Hasanul Haq Innu MP participated as chief
guest. The special guests in the meeting were eminent journalist Abed Khan, Cultural activist
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Mamunur Rashid, Dr. Ranajit Kumar Biswas, Secretary, Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Rana
Dasgupto, General Secretary of Bangladesh Hindu-Buddha-Christian Okkoy Parishad and
Prosecutor Anti Human Terrorism Tribunal, Nirmol Rozario, General Secretary Bangladesh
Christian Association and Saikat Biswas, Project Coordinator of OXFAM. The keynote paper of
the session was prepared by Professor Abul Barakat Phd, Chairman, Bangladesh Economic
Association. The victims of different district participated to share their struggles during
operation to the minority’s areas. The session concluded that a united effort needed to stop
this. And the Government also requested to take special care before and after. Almost 50 daily
news paper, TV channel and online paper published the report.
Strengthening women organization of minorities and Dalits DWMB & Bangladesh Horizon
Okkoy Parishad & Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet forum
As per plan, during the reporting period the project organized 5 meetings with CBOs namely
Bangaldesh Horizon Okka Parishad, Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum and Dalit Women
Movement in Bangladesh. They shared their monthly local tasks in the meeting. The moral
strength of the women for their advancement found very positive. The leaders in each area are
initiating various activities, such as organize water supply, rebuild/repair local temple (Mandir),
sanitation problems, Salish, VAO,etc., to address those community problems.
Day Observation (6th December’ 2013 World Dignity Day)
On the Occasion of World Dignity Day 2013 SHAREE, Bangladesh Harozon Okkoy Parishad,
Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum and Bangladesh Dalit Nari Andolon organized a Rally and
Human Chain in front Central Sahid Minar to national Press Club supported by European Union
& OXFAM. They also published a colorful Banner for mass awareness on Dalit sufferings in
Bangladesh. A total of 87 Participants from different Dalit, Horizon and minority community
participated in the Rally and Human Chain. Among the participants 52 were female.
Lobby meeting with Social welfare
In order to establish Dalit right in the different safety net programs undertaken by government,
a meeting was organized on 19th November with the officials of social welfare department 10
community participants including 2 male leaders attended. The officials introduce the existing
support available with the department and procedure of receiving the support.
Sharing meeting with National Human Rights Commission
SHAREE organized an informal meeting with the chairman of national Human Rights
Commission BD. Dr. Mizanur Rahman to share the human rights situation all over the country.
The meeting also shared the activities of SHAREE with the support of European Commission &
OXFAM. The commission agreed to support the defender group as required. After the training
of human rights defender an introduction session was organized with the Human Rights
Commission and given the details of the defender.
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Coordination meeting of Human Rights Defenders, CSO and Indigenous People led
organizations
2 days long coordination meeting with Human Rights Defender was organized with a view to
review progress of project activities against set target and planning for next 6 months.
Media Mobilization and media advocacy
7 journalist of national daily newspaper observe the Dalit area and published their news paper.
2.1.3 Impact of the Project
The project has been under implementation since last March 2013, therefore it is too early to
draw any conclusion with regards to impact of the project. However, the following outcomes
are observed.
1. The project has successfully mobilized and involved different actors like Dalit leader,
youth from the community people (both male & female), Media journalist, Advocate to
protect minorities’ human rights in their own working situation. Human & Constitutional
rights messages widely circulated by the group.
2. It was observed that the defender groups have protested and actively participated in
the protest meetings/rallies/human chain/press conference against attack on
minorities’ community after the National Election on January 5, 2014,.
3. Defender group developed linkage with Bangladesh Human Rights Commission. The
Commission assured to support the group legally.
4. Department of Social Welfare assures to support the community with the available
facilities remains with the Department.
5. Demand to the Government for special quota to Dalit student is passed. Three
University Dhaka, Jagannath and Jahangir Nagar University declared 1% quota for Dalit
Student admission.
6. In the Gonoktuli area DCC through UPPR provided Small loan to 22 women (5000 Taka
per person for small business, 124 students received Education support money at a time
@ of Taka 6300.
7. Establish increase number of water supply line as demanded by the community.
8. The women feel confidence to move outside of the community and became united to
do welfare of the community. In the National Committee of Horizon Oikkyo Parishad
Women participation is ensured and Ms. Suchitra of local Dalit Nari Andolan Committee
and Ms. Belly Rani, Central Committee member of Dalit Nari Andolan are included in the
National Committee. Ms. Belly & Ms. Suchitra is now working as president and Secretary
of UNDP Slum development Program for 5 years in the colony.
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9. The lobby meeting with the school authority supported the community parents to go for
children education with confidence. School authority assures to take care of the Dalit
children for good result. Drop out reduces more than 70%.
10. Depart of education assures pre-Primary book supply to the community schools.

2.2 Promoting gender sensitive Panchayets of Dalit community in
Bangladesh

Financed by Bread for the World

2.2.1 The objective
Traditional social structures (TSS) of Cobbler and Sweeper (Dalit) Communities in Bangladesh
are strengthened and the Panchayet system and their network are more effective, efficient and
gender-sensitive in responding to overcoming constraints and realizing needs and of the
community.
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Working area and population by age groups
Sl.
No.

Area

#
Panchayet

Dhaka City Corporation
1 Jurain Rishi Para
2 lalbag (Eas+West)
3 Pothail Rishi Para
4 Khagail Rishi Para
5 Beraid Rishipara Gulshan

20
3
2
1
1
3

M
11512
2500
1500
1000
90
2000

6 Mirpur Rishi para
7 Zigatoala Rishi para
8 Rayer Bazer Rishi para
9 Kazirbag Rishi para
10 Swamibag Rishi para
11 Bhawal Rishi para
12 Gopibag Railway Colony
13 Deiyla
14 Jilkhana
Narayangonj
15 Netaigonj Narayangonj
16 Narayangonj City colony
17 Baburail
18 Kachari Golli
19 Dapa
Dhaka-Keranigonj
20 Ramer Kanda
21 Kaligonj Rishi para
22 Baighoir
23 Kawtail
24 Per gendaria
25 Banogram
Savar
26 Jamur,Shyampur savar
Grand Total

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
8
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
36

1500
500
200
400
212
475
500
487
148
1387
155
400
487
158
187
4029
1200
1200
817
209
382
221
1787
1787
18715

Adult(18-55+)
F
T
11473
22990
2500
5000
1500
3000
1000
2000
85
180
2000
4000
1500
500
200
400
209
470
480
492
137
1364
152
400
482
152
178
3974
1200
1200
792
194
375
213
1760
1760
18571

3000
1000
400
800
421
945
980
979
285
2751
307
800
969
310
365
8003
2400
2400
1609
403
757
434
3547
3547
37291

Population
Adolescent (12-18)
M
F
T
762
765
1527
150
150
300
120
120
240
100
100
200
35
40
75
100
100
200
80
20
12
20
14
33
34
28
16
97
17
20
26
18
16
368
110
115
68
21
33
21
92
92
1319

80
20
12
20
11
29
38
31
14
84
14
20
21
15
14
362
110
115
62
23
29
23
89
89
1300

160
40
24
40
25
62
72
59
30
181
31
40
47
33
30
730
220
230
130
44
62
44
181
181
2619

M
968
200
150
110
45
150
90
25
15
25
17
26
52
37
26
132
26
25
33
22
26
425
100
100
119
29
48
29
162
162
1687

Children 0-12
Total
F
T Populati
on
980
1943
26350
200
400
5700
150
300
3540
110
220
2420
30
70
325
150
300
4500
90
25
15
25
15
28
74
39
29
137
35
25
28
20
29
404
100
100
102
33
36
33
148
148
1669

180
50
30
50
32
54
126
76
55
269
61
50
61
42
55
829
200
200
221
62
84
62
300
300
3341

3340
1090
454
890
478
1061
1078
1114
360
3191
399
890
1077
385
440
8358
2820
1630
1960
509
903
536
5020
5020
42919

2.2.2 Activities performed during the year
Shadow Panchayet Formation
As per plan all new 15 Shadow Panchayet was formed, a total of 225 female office bearers have
been selected to administering the newly formed female institutions. It may be recall here that
in order to empower and develop leadership & confidence of Dalit women, development of an
institution for them is a unique idea which was initiated by this project.
Trainings
Training for target group members has been identified as one of the most important and vital
component of the project in the context of social development. Under the project target group
trainings are classified as Capacity Building of New Panchayet, Human development Training of
New Panchayet, Training to Panchayet on RTI, Govt., Services & Constitutional Rights, Training
to Shadow Panchayet, Paralegal & Constitutional Rights training to leaders.
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Activities Implemented

Capacity Building of New
Panchayet
Human dev. Tr. of New
Panchayet
Training to Panchayet on RTI,
Gob, Services & Constitutional
Rights
Training to Shadow Panchayet
Paralegal & Constitutional Rights
training to leaders
Training to Pair on Gender equity

No. of events

No. of Participants attended

Remarks

Target
for the
year
60

Planned

Achieved

Male

Female

Total

3

2

23

29

52

60

3

2

29

11

40

Political
Situation
Do

80

4

4

37

42

79

-

60
40

3
2

3
1

11

60
9

60
20

-

140

7

5

35

64

99

1.
Capacity Building of New Panchayet: The project has organized primary training
courses on management, book keeping and leadership in order to building capacity of the
Panchayet members of the project areas,. As
Gender share of Trainees
against annual plan of 3 courses, only 2
courses could be implemented on Capacity
Building of Shadow Panchayets. It is
Male
44%
important to note here that during the
Female
entire period of the reporting year, the
56%
country witnessed an unprecedented
political unrest as a result despite of all our
efforts all the 3 courses could not be
organized. Course curriculum included
various aspects such as how to strengthen
the skills and abilities of people and community groups to take effective action and leading
roles in the development of their communities. The activities involved developing confidence,
skills, structures and knowledge, to increase the opportunities communities have to make a real
difference to the services, activities and changes that take place in their area. A total of 52 Dalit
members received the training.
Participants
Human Development Training: Human
development is as a process of widening
the choices of individuals. Every day human
Total
Female
beings make a series of choices – some
Male
40
11
29
economic, some social, some political,
some cultural. If people are the proper
focus of development efforts, then these
efforts should be geared to augmenting the range of choices in all areas of human endeavour
for every human being.
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Being a social leader each Panchayet committee member needs to know the functionaries of
the social sector. Social structure, role of infrastructure and result of non-democratic values
under a social system are analyzed in the course to inform the participants about the system
and welfare of the people through the system. This will also support the Panchayet to follow
democratic norms in running the Panchayet activities.
All planned courses have been carried out during the reporting year. A total of 40 Panchayet
committee members got the training.
Training to Panchayet on RTI, Gob, Services & Constitutional Rights
Until very recently, in the name of state confidentiality Right to Information for masses of
general people about government activities were denied by the state. However, with the
promulgation of law regarding Right to Information (RTI) by the government the scenario has
been dramatically changed. Right to Information (RTI) is one of the most important issues that
must be known to all citizen of the country. Similarly primarily knowledge about the
constitutional rights is also equally important for the people. In fact, Dalit never bothered about
these issues because of their unawareness about basic rights they have in the society. The
project planned to impart training on these issues in order to build their knowledge base and
confidence.
All 4 planned courses were organized; a total of 79 participants attended the training of which
53% being female participants.
2.

Paralegal & Constitutional Rights

Paralegal training is planned to raise Dalit knowledge about legal matters regarding
constitutional rights, family law, law against WOV, etc., so that they can perform routine tasks
requiring some knowledge of the law and procedures. Both Panchayet and women leaders
need to know the constitutionally agreed legal procedures and rights to defend victim
men/women in the local arbitrary sessions.
Due to political turmoil only 50% of the projected training on paralegal could be implemented.
Out of the 2 courses only one could be arranged, 20 participants of whom 45% female; have
received the training. An Advocate of Bangladesh Supreme Court who is also working in the
legal service support of Bangladesh Mahila Parished facilitated the course with the participants.
Civil Law and Criminal law has been shared and procedure to support the victims shared
accordingly. Hand outs on the legal procedure supplied to all participants to preserve in the
Panchayet & follow accordingly.
3. Training to Shadow Panchayet
Shadow Panchayets were formed in order to develop women member’s capability and courage,
leadership ability and quality so that in the long-run these groups can contribute in the
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Panchayet forum for community development. It is expected that the group will actively
participate to establishment of women rights in the community and raise their collective voice
against any sorts of oppressions to women. A strong women group as shadow of the Panchayet
will support the Panchayet to be concerned on women issue. To clarify the techniques of
Panchayet activities and their role to strengthen the Panchayet, this 2 days duration training
with the Shadow Panchayet members were organized.
All planned 3 courses could be imparted training, total of 60 women Shadow Panchayet Leaders
received the training.
4.

Training to Pair on Gender equity

The sensitization about gender for community
members is one of the most important issues
particularly for Dalit community. They believe
females are only for child bearing/rearing and
housekeeping. Awareness about gender
equality will contribute positively towards
bringing change in the society. The slogan for
gender equity “let’s start from the family” is
very true and authentic. Sensitization of both
male and female will contribute for bringing
more justice and equity at the family level. This is a 2 days duration training course, 4 couple
from each of the Panchayet committee participated to realize the gender equity in the family
level and in broader sense in the social life. The gender sensitization on both male and female
member of a family will bring out a change in the society. Out of the total annual target of 7
courses only 5 could be organized with a total of 99 Dalit community members. The training
was conducted in the community level.
5.

Skill Training Supports

13 target group members were provided with necessary supports for receiving skills training in
the trades of computer, tailoring from different government institutions.
Meetings
Activities Implemented

Advocacy meeting with Govt.
official
Monthly meeting of Shadow
Panchayet
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No. of events

No. of Participants attended

Target for
the year
10 meeting

Achieved

Male

Female

Total

10

20

60

80

35*12=420
meeting

420

-

6300

6300

Remarks
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General meeting on women
Inclusion
Quarterly meeting of Shadow
Panchayet
Quarterly CMC meeting
Quarterly meeting of central
leaders (Panchayets)
Quarterly Central leaders
Mobilization
Quarterly meeting of District
Committee
Meeting with civil societies,
government officials local
resource mobilization

1.

15 new
Panchayet
4 Meeting

15

105

60

165

2

8

78

86

4*7=28
Meeting
4 Meetings

28

84

56

140

2

38

15

53

4 Time Visit

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

8/8

58

146

10
10

5

-

-

Advocacy Meetings with Government Officials:

With a view to influence government Officials, particularly at Upazila level officers of service
providing departments, 10 meetings were organized. Organizations of such meetings were
mainly for 1) introducing Dalit leaders with those departments and 2) to influence them for
allocation resource in favor this neglected community. 80 Panchayet leaders, 75% women
participated in those meetings.
2.

Monthly meeting of Shadow Panchayet

As per plan a total of 420 meetings held during the period. All Shadow Panchayet met once in
every month. All members of the shadow Panchayet committee attended the meetings. In
those meeting they shared their problems, discussed how they can solve those problems. In
fact formation of Shadow Panchayet with only women members was a great challenge for the
project. Historically, only male members can form and run Panchayet, even women did not
have any voting power or say in Panchayet committee selection. However, motivational
campaign from the project have resulted change of male traditional views and believes and
agreed to allow their women to participate in shadow Panchayet.
3.

General Meetings on Inclusion Women in Panchayet

15 general meetings, for both female and male members within 15 Panchayets, were
organized. The main issue of such meetings was to clarify about why women should be included
in the Panchayet and how they can contribute in Community development. This isolated and
neglected section of the modern civilization traditionally viewed women role is restricted within
the family housekeeping and child bearing; they were not even allowed to pass their opinion in
family decision making. It was a very important meeting, because until this meeting women are
not allowed to participate in the Panchayet leader’s selection process. Since women without
the consent of their husbands/parents are not allowed to participate in any meetings with
outsiders so it was very important to motivate their male first in order to any development
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works with the women. Based on the fact more male members were invited to attend the
meeting than the female. A total of 165 members of Dalit community attended; 36% being
female participants.
All targeted Panchayet committee have agreed to include woman member in Panchayet, and
finally one member in each Panchayet committee were included. It is undoubtedly a great
achievement of the project.
4.

Quarterly meeting of Shadow Panchayet members with Panchayet Committee

Quarterly meetings with the Shadow Women Panchayet committee members were organized,
different women related issues like-Rights of women in the family/in the society/in the state,
violence against women-their causes and remedies, importance of child education, etc., were
discussed and shared in order to make them aware. Attempts were taken to encourage them
for expressing their own views about problems they have been facing regularly and find
solutions of those problems by themselves. Existing Panchayet leaders from Bangladesh Dalit
Panchayet Forum participated in the meetings.
Out of the targeted 4, only 2 meetings were held. 86 members participated in those meetings,
of which 91% were female.
5.

Quarterly CMC meeting

Centre Management Committee Meeting (CMC): 4 meetings of centre Management Committee
were held during the year. The CMC was formed to oversee Project works and ensure proper
management of pre-primary schools established by the project. Besides, members of CMC
other male and female residence of the colony also attended the meetings. Such initiatives of
the project involving colony representatives in the project activity management enhanced their
confidence. 100% of the annual target has been achieved, all planned 28 meetings held; a total
of 140 participants attended the meetings, 40% were female.
6.

Quarterly meeting of Central leaders (Panchayets)
A total of 4 meetings were planned but as a result of political unrest only 50% could be
implemented. 53 leaders attended the meeting.

Other planned project activities namely Quarterly Central leaders Mobilization, Quarterly
meeting of District Committee and Meeting with civil societies, government officials local
resource mobilization could not be accomplished due to political unrest in the country.
Establish Education centre
As per annual planned all 7 centers have been under operation during the reporting period. A
total of 175 students are now getting educational supports in these centers.
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Number of Student enrolled
175

105
70

Male

Female

Total

Day Observance
To raise mass awareness about the rights of cobbler and sweeper community, the project
organized and celebrated all relevant National and International days in the project areas. In
this occasion, the Project has organized rally and discussion session where men, women and
children of all section have participated. During the year three days on 8th March, 21 March and
10th December were observed.
District Committee formation
As against planned 10 district committee formation only 50% could be achieved; 5 Committee
were formed; 126 office bearers were democratically elected by the Panchayet and shadow
Panchayet leaders. Among the office bearers of district committee 23% are female.
Government & Public representative were invited to participate in the committee formation
meetings to know the Dalit issue and support in future. 23 local daily News Paper published the
information highlighting Dalit situation in the area.
Freelance Media Actors orientation
As per annual plan, all 10 freelance media actors have been selected from 10 districts of the
country, the prime intention for such media actors appointing by the project is to collect and
published information about Dalits of the districts where project staff are not directly working.
One orientation course at the project head office has been organized to brief them about
project, Dalit situation in Bangladesh and elsewhere and what project expectations from them.
Mr.Sikander Foiz, President, Local Governance Journalist Forum (LOGO) Participated as
resource person.
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The project has been processing all document received from them to publish a “Research
document”.
Publication on Dalit issue
All planned 12 issues of the Dalit Kontha have been dully published and distributed to the
relevant people.

Staff
Activities

Planned

Achieved

Teachers refresher Training (# course)

1

1

Number of
participants
7

Staff refreshers
Monthly Staff meeting

1
12

1
12

11
11

Teachers refresher Training
7 pre-primary teachers have received refreshers training on pedagogy; the course was
conducted by the specialized internal and external resource persons on early childhood and
education. The training describe about child friendly atmosphere for education, teaching
technique, child psychology, lesson plan preparation, child protection policy and extra
curriculum activities with the children
Staff Refreshers
A 1 day long refresher course was organized for the project staff. All the project staff including
the community teachers had participated in the orientation course. The experienced resource
persons of the organization including ED facilitated the course.
Monthly meetings
At the first week of every month, the staff meeting held at the head quarter. All categories of
project staff including Pre-primary teachers participate in the monthly meeting. Reviews of
monthly progress of the previous month, problems faced unsolved problems, plan for the next
month, etc., are usually share in the meeting.
2.2.3 Progress observed in the 2nd year of project implementation
Result-1
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Almost two third targeted Panchayets realizes the importance and strength of their
Panchayet system. Confidence on the institution increases and reasonable changes in
the leadership has taken place following a democratic process. Number of leaders
increases with women and youth inclusion. However, it was observed that only 40% of
the Panchayets of the project are actively involved in raising their voice for realizing
their rights.



Around 70% of the targeted 35 Panchayets are now aware about their problems, their
rights in the society/state. They are now able to think about solutions of their problems,
they have gained ideas about proper role of women, importance of child education, etc.,
however, majority of them are not yet actively involved in realizing their social rights.



Dalit community members are aware about their rights in various government and
NGOs safety net programs and also other services provided by Service Delivery
Institutions; Panchayet leaders have started to move for demanding their share from
different service sectors and safety net programs. By this time all most all Panchayet are
getting some kinds of services.



Approximately 25% Panchayet acquired the knowledge on right to information and the
process to receive the information’s as declared by the law.



Importance of Birth and Death registration is clear to all Panchayet but most of them
are quite relaxed to collect Death registration certificates.



SHAREE campaign for Dalit inclusion in the Census made the community aware to be
included in the census record and Panchayets have taken proper steps for inclusion.
More than 83% of the community members received voter ID card. They now
understand that voting can be used as an effective weapon for ensuring community
rights, getting services from the sources.



Result-2
Active and Gender sensitive Panchayets are implementing community development activities.
 Above 80% of the targeted Panchayet included women in their committee; however in
most cases it was observed that women cannot yet actively participate in the
proceedings of the Panchayet.
 Shadow Panchayet, concept and activities, are accepted by more Panchayet leaders and
most of the community members. Women leaders, side by side supporting Panchayet
leaders and have been actively participating in different events and involved in raising
their voices against Violence against Women.
 A good percentage of women have acquired knowledge and gained confidence
regarding taking decisions on family and community issues.
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Around 60 Panchayet forums have their own written constitutions. However, they need
some more time so that necessary knowledge and habits are developed to conduct
activities of the organization as per constitution.

Result – 3
Children and youth have developed into cooperative force for sustainability of their community
 Around 40% office bearers of traditional Panchayets are youth. Around 70% of all
SHAREE organized are participated by the youth members of Dalit community.
 All most all school going age boys & girls are now enrolled in various NGOs/Government
operated schools. Moreover, drop-out rates of Dalit children have been substantially
reduced.
Result – 4

Network of Bangladesh Dalit Rishi Panchayet Forum is functioning for achieving Dalit Human
rights.



Dalit Rishi Panchayet Forum is now functioning in 10 Districts, Dalit central leaders are
regularly meeting to strengthen their ties and realize their rights.
A sizeable number of Panchayet has established linkage with the Government service
delivery institutions in the local area. They are now much more vocal on their citizen
rights. Shadow women Leaders also pursuing the demand for different types of services
for the community especially for the women and children.

Challenges:






Although all Panchayet leaders in principle agreed to include “women” in Panchayet and
nearly 80% in paper already included them but in practice the majority of the male
leaders still are not fully cooperative in this regards. A powerful portion of leaders, in
most of the Panchayets where women have already been formally included as office
bearers in the committee, always find some ways so that women members cannot
actively participate in the proceeding.
Effective linkage with the Government service delivery institutions could not be fully
established because of non-cooperation of officials and also community leaders’
negligence. Moreover, in some cases like imparting training from government institution
require candidates having some education but most of the times qualified candidates
are not available.
Relief minded attitude among the members of community exists (demand for
immediate support both technically & financially)

2.3 Improving Access to Justice of Dalit Community through Human
& Women Rights Education”
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The project, with the financial assistance from “KIOS-the Finish NGO Foundation from Human
Right” started its implementation from August 2012. This is as an integrated project to
mainstream Dalit community for establishment of their human rights through the net work of
Dalit community. Two districts of Bangladesh namely Jamalpur & Sherpur (200 kilometres from
the Capital) where about 9000 (nine thousand) Dalit reside were chosen as project area.
2.3.1 Target Beneficiaries :
SHAREE is committed to implement its all the activities for the advancement of the poorest
section of the community with special focus to the Dalit community and in general women and
children. The targeted beneficiaries of the project are cobbler& sweeper community under
Sherpur & Jamalpur District of Bangladesh. A total of 6869 direct members of the communities
are direct beneficiary of the project.
2.3.2 Objectives of the Project
The project aimed at strengthening the Dalit local administrative institution “Panchayet” with
women inclusion in the committee for empowerment and development of women leadership
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Human Rights Defenders-both women and men fight for mainstreaming
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Dalit community (Target Beneficiaries) have access to information
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During the reporting period the country has witnessed severe political unrest, as a result the
project management had to time and again readjust project implementation schedule but
thanks to the Dalit community, development partners, government officials and project staff,
with their cordial cooperation all planned activities for the period could be successfully
implemented. As given in the above diagram, all physical activities planned target could be
100% achieved during the year.
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2.3.3 Activities Performed During the Period

1. Project staff recruitment& Staff Training and Refreshers
As per plan the staff recruitment has been
completed in due course of time, a total of 10
staff, 6 female and 4 male, were recruited.
All staffs deployed in the project have been
given detailed orientation on the specific
issues. In order to make them familiar with
project concept, implementation procedures,
strategy,
monitoring,
reporting
and
implementation plan a 3 day long orientation
training program was implemented.
2.

Bench Mark survey

As per pal the bench mark survey, in order to ascertain the socio-economic condition of the
people in the extension areas and the situation exist in the first phase working areas has been
completed.
3. Monthly staff meeting
Table-4.1: Monthly staff meeting Meetings
Sl.no

Date of event

Target

Achievement

Participants
M

F

Remarks
Total

1

13-Aug-12

1

1

6

8

14

2

3-Sep-12

1

1

6

8

14

3

8-Oct-12

1

1

6

8

14

4

5-Nov-12

1

1

6

8

14

5

3-Dec-12

1

1

6

8

14

6

7-Jan-13

1

1

6

8

14

7

4-Feb-13

1

1

6

8

14

8

7-Mar-13

1

1

6

8

14

9

8-Apr-13

1

1

6

8

14

10

14-May-13

1

1

6

8

14

12

9-Jun-13

1

1

6

8

14

12

7-Jul-13

1

1

6

8

14

12

12

6

8

24

Total

The meetings were held at
SHAREE
Head
Office.
Participants are inclusive of
SHAREE
mainstream
attendance. In total row
actual numbers of staff are
shown.

Monthly meetings with the project staff have been plan to review the implementation
progress, bottlenecks, observations/suggestions of the field staff, etc., all planned monthly
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meetings are organized. Executive Director of SHAREE, Project Coordinator and other senior
staff members of SHAREE along with all project staff attended those meetings. The meeting
reviewed monthly physical and financial progress of the project against plan. Based on the
actual progress up to the month, plan for the next month is prepared in a participatory way;
necessary adjustments are also done in the implementation schedule. Self evaluation also
conducted in the meeting to identify their strength and weakness and also help develop team
spirit. Special tasks to the community staffs referred to take care of the community problems if
any.
4. Formation of Panchayet and development of shadow Women Panchayet
Unlike people from mainstream and other ethnic groups of the country, the Dalit have been
administering their community by their selected representatives under the framework of a local
body, the institution is called Panchayet. It is unique and very effective traditional ruling body
of the community. Interestingly, all most all of their intercommunity problems are solved in
Panchayet, hardly community member’s approaches to the country’s civil administration. Any
development, initiatives from outside, for the Dalit bypassing and/or without direct
participation of the Panchayet Committee could not be succeeded. As such the project very
correctly planned its activities through directly involving powerful Panchayet committee.
The idea of Shadow Panchayet was incorporated in the project to develop the leadership
quality of the Dalit women and to be part of the Panchayet for community development effort
with special emphasis to solve the problems of the women. Women of the community were
never allowed to participate in the Panchayet neither as committee members nor as selector,
neither they can contest in the Panchayet committee selection process nor have any vote. As a
result the women never get the scope to participating in community development. In other
words community was administered bypassing the opinions of the 50% of the population.
SHAREE identified it as a main challenge for Dalit women empowerment. In order face the
challenge SHAREE emphasizes development of women leadership. In the process initially
SHAREE started to organize Dalit women’s own community based organization in the name of
Shadow Panchayet with a view to unite them and allow to think about themselves, their
position and role in the family & society. After repeated persuasions, the traditional leadership
agreed to allow their women to form shadow Panchayet.
Table-4.2: Formation of Panchayet & Shadow
Panchayet
Activity
Time of
implementation
Formation of
Panchayet
Development of
Shadow Panchayet
Total
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Aug-Oct/12

Number of
Panchayet
Target
Actual
10
10

Number of Member
Male

Female
10

Total
100

90
Aug- Nov/12

30

30

40

40

-

90

450

450

460

550
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All physical targets have been achieved, 10 Panchayet and 30 shadow Panchayets were formed
during the reporting period. A total 550 community members have been selected as office
bearers in Panchayet & Shadow Panchayet.
5. Sensitize workshop on Women inclusion in New Panchayet
Table-4.3: Number of workshop organized
Sl. No.
Date
Target
Achievement
1

13/05/13

1

1

Participants
Male
30

Remarks
Female
-

Total
30

Since there were no women members in the Panchayet therefore, the project has no option
but to select only male participants for sensitization. In order to make aware about women
role in the family/society, a sensitizing meeting with the representative from all the newly
developed Panchayet was organized centrally at SHAREE Office. A total 30 leaders from 15
new Panchayet participated in the meeting to share their views and gained more
experiences from old Panchayet. One guest leader from the old Panchayet also participated
to speak on the issue. The Panchayet leaders in principal agreed to co-opt 2 (two) women
from the Shadow Panchayet as Panchayet members; some Panchayet has already included
women representative in the Panchayet committee. It indicates changing attitude of the
male. It may also be noted here that the project staffs have been continuously raising the
issues of women’s role in their families and society, women right as per constitution of the
country, position in the mainstream, women ability, etc., in the regular Panchayet meeting.
These steps gradually started changing atmosphere about women position in the
community.
6. Target group Training
As one of the most
important
and
effective tools used
100%
for
human
development
63%
activities
is
50%
imparting formal
and
informal
13%
training to the
target
group
Human
Training to Human
Training to Youth
Community Dev.
Development
right defender
and Panchayet on Training to Shadow
members. Various
Training to
Safety net
Panchayet
courses such as
Panchayet
human
development, Training to develop human right defender, training for Panchayet members,
training for shadow Panchayet members, etc, were designed. Detail implementation
progresses are given below.
Female Share in Training
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6.1 Human Development Training
Table-4.4: Human Development Training to Panchayet
Time of
Target Achievement
Participants
implementation
Male Female Total
21/01/13 to 23
1
1
26
4
30
/01/13
8/02/13
1
1
to9/02/13
26
4
30
2

2

52

8

60

Trainee Days
Female
Total

Male
52
52

8
8

104

60
60

16

120

Human development training for the Dalit community members have been identified as one
of the most important and very vital component of the project in the context of social
development. The topics that are basically covered in this training are raising awareness of
the target group members about social structure, basic human rights as per constitution of
the country/UN charter, women role and responsibilities in the family as well as in the
society, local government setup, information about various service delivery agencies etc.
During the year a total of 60 members (13% female) were given this training at par with the
target.
6.2 Training to Human right defender
Table-4.5: Training to Human right defender
Time of
implementation
5/2/13 to
6/2/13

Target

Achievement

2

2

Male
22

2

2

22

Participants
Female
Total
38
30

38

30

Male
44

44

Trainee Days
Female
Total
76
60

76

60

In order to develop a group of human right defenders in the community level, this training
course was planned and executed. Both energetic male and female members of the Dalit
Community were imparted training on human rights as per UN chattered, constitutional
Rights and the process of defending the rights if there is any violation with specific roles and
responsibilities. To protect discriminatory activities by the vested groups, the defenders
inform & involve the Panchayet committee.
6.3. Training to Youth & Panchayet members on RTI and Constitutional Rights Safety net
& Government Services
Every the citizen the country must know about “Right to Information (RTI)” and the process
how they can have access to such basic right as given by the Constitution of the country.
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Necessity of RTI is even more to the out streamed community like Dalit for raising their
voice and to act under own leadership. Within the excluded community Dalit youth are
more excluded, they have no role in their society management. Even most of them are not
aware of why RTI is needed and how to get the information. Constitutional rights of the
people must be clear to the people. Constitutional rights and RTI are to be shared in a
participatory process. Safety net information (like security on social, education, food,
health, pregnant mother, ECCD, Water sanitation etc) and Government services available
for the community is not clear to the traditional leader. They are not mostly acting to enjoy
the facilities due to ignorance. The training course is specially designed to fulfil necessity of
Dalit Youth force. The progress is given in the following table.
Table-4.6: Training to Youth and Panchayet on Safety net & Government Services
Time of
implementation
25/2/13 to
26/2/13

Target

Achievement

1

1

1

1

Male
15

Participants
Female
Total
15
30

15

30

Male
30

Trainee Days
Female
Total
30
60

30

30

60

15

6.4 Training to Shadow Panchayet on community development Panchayet politics
Table-4.7: Training to Shadow Panchayet on community development Panchayet politics
Time of
Target Achievement
Participants
Trainee Days
implementation
Male Female
Total
Male
Female
Total
25/2/13 to
1
1
0
30
30
0
60
60
26/2/13

1

1

30

30

0

60

60

-

With a view to develop the courage, confidence, leadership quality of the community women
Shadow Panchayet is formed. The understanding is that shadow Panchayet member will be
gradually transformed in to women right activist to fight for women right in the family and
society, they would voice against any of the oppression to women. A strong women group as
shadow of the Panchayet will support the Panchayet to be concerned on women issue. To
clarify the techniques of Panchayet activities and their role to strengthen the Panchayet 2 days
training with the Shadow Panchayet members was implemented.
7. Bi-monthly meeting with shadow Panchayet
Regular scheduled bio-meeting with the Shadow Panchayet held in the communities as per
date and time scheduled by the women in the Shadow Panchayet. In the reporting period every
group met 4 times it means that 180 meetings were attended by with 450 Shadow women
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leaders. SHAREE developed a manual to share the content in the meeting. The contents cover
mostly on the information about Panchayet and on women leadership role for community
development. Gender equity and gender role practice in the family and community level also
placed in the manual guide for Shadow Women Panchayet. The sharing makes the women
sensitive on the different social issue and raises the capacity of bargains.
Table-4.8: Bio-monthly meeting with Shadow Panchayet
Target
Achievement
Participants
M
F
Total
180
180
0
450

Remarks

8. Monthly Meeting with Panchayet Committee
Monthly Panchayet committee meetings held as per scheduled; Panchayet leaders themselves
decide the date and time of the monthly meeting based on their necessity. The meeting mainly
focuses the monthly activities of the Panchayet for community peace and development, the
activities are-- number of cases they mitigate, communications with the Government Officials
for different services, etc. Every Panchayet committee conducted 12 (twelve) meeting, all
leaders of 30 Panchayet participated the meeting. The project staff also attend the meeting
with the intention of conducting informal training about various development issues including
women’s role, importance of marriage registration, gender equity, situation of child education
and dropout, sanitation system, Service Delivery Institutions supports, development of Dalit
Panchayet Net Work etc. The staffs also try to take participatory decisions on next meetings
and finalizing training schedules. During the reporting period 8 meeting held in each of the
Panchayet with total 450 members of the Panchayet.
Table-4:9: Monthly meeting with Panchayet Committee
Target
Achievement
Participants
M
F
Total
360
360
450
450

Remarks
Every Panchayet committee meets
once every month

9. Yearly Coordination meeting with Shadow Panchayet :
As per plan, the yearly coordination meeting with the Shadow Panchayet committee members
held on July 3, 2013 at BRDB hall room, Sherpur Upazila parishad. Upazila Nirbahi Officer
(UNO) of Sherpur Upazila inaugurated the meeting. The meeting was presided over by Mr.
Abdus Salam Upazila Social Welfare Officer, Sherpur. Mr. Ranjan Bakshi Nupu, Project
Coordinator, SHAREE, Journalist Md. Shafiqur Rahman, Mr. Talat Mahmud local elite
personality attended the meeting as special guests. Md. Solaiman, Lobby & Advocacy Officer of
the Project facilitated the meeting. The Dalit women leaders from different areas shred their
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experiences, problems and aspirations in the meeting. Ms. Irin UNO reiterated her commitment
to continue their supports to the Dalit Women for income generation and also in other areas.
The community people are always welcome to the office to meet and share their problems with
the Upazila administration, the UNO reiterated. The Social Welfare Officer also expressed
similar views. At the end of the meeting two committees (Sherpur & Jamalpur Zila) of
Bangladesh Dalit Nari Andolan were formed. This event was published in the Weekly News
paper of the area. 60 women and 5 male participants from the working areas participated and
committed.
Table-4.10: Yearly Coordination Meetings with Shadow Panchayet
Sl.no
Date of event
Target
Achieve
Participants
ment
1

03.07.13

1

M
5

1

Remarks

F
60

Total
65

Ms. Irin Parveen ,UNO, Sherpur,
Md. Abdus Salam, Upazila Social
Welfare Officer, Mr. Shafiqur
Rahman, Executive Editor,
Weekly Kalerdak and Mr. Talat
Mahmud, Poet & columnist
attended as guests

10. Meeting with Mayor:
Table-4.11: Meetings with Mayor
Sl.no
Date of event

Target

Achievement
M

1

Total

28.04.13
28.05.13
12.06.13
13.06.13
16.06.13

1
1
1
1
1
5

1
1
1
1
1
5

Participants
F
5
3
5
3
4
3
4
3
4
4
22
16

Remarks
Total
8
8
7
7
8
38

The people residing within the Municipal area need continuous support from the municipality;
sweeper’s main source of job is the local municipality. Thus it is very important to establish &
maintain a very good relationship with the municipal authority. The project plan is to introduce
Dalit community members with Mayor and other important office bearers of the municipal
corporation through several formal and informal meetings. With this views in end, SHAREE has
arranged introduction meetings between community leaders and Municipal authority. SHAREE
organized meetings with Mayors and the leaders from the local community . The Mayors of all
the areas appreciated the initiative and added that the leaders are always welcome to this
office for getting support. Md. Anwar Hossain the Mayor of Nalita Bari committed to engage
Horizon community for sweeping and other job facilities for both Horizon & Rabidas. 38 leaders
both male & female participated in the different meeting.
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11. District wise Meeting with Government Officials
Table-4.12: District wise Meeting with Upazila level Government Officials
Date of
Upazila
Government Target Achievement
Meeting
Department

Participants
M

18.03.13

Nakla

24.03.13
28.03.13

Sherpur
Sarisabari

27.05.13
23.06.13

Jamalpur
Nalitabari

09.07.13

Seerbordi

18.07.13
24.07.13

Jenaigati
Sherpur

31.07.13

Sarisabari

31.07.13

Jamalpur

Social
Welfare

Youth
Development
Women
Affairs

F

Remarks
Total

1

1

6

3

9

1
1

1
1

7
7

2
2

9
9

1
1

1
1

6
6

2
3

8
9

1

1

6

2

8

1
1

1
1

6
6

2
2

8
8

1

1

6

2

8

1
10

1
10

6
62

2
22

8
84

Government services are channelized through Upazila level government departments/agencies;
as such establishment and maintaining relationship with the Upazila level government Service
delivery Institutions is very important; a good relationship would enhance possibilities of
adequate supports for the Dalit community. Services/safe net programs like- Handicapped
allowance, special allowances for extreme poor Widow, VGD & VGF card, Education allowances
for the poorest family is canalized through the Department of Social Welfare, Department of
Youth, Department of Women Affairs, Department of Education. The project has organized
meetings with the above mentioned department of Nakla, Sherpur, Sarisabari, Jamalpur,
Sreebordi , Jenaigati Upazilas during the reporting period. A total of 10 meeting with 74
participants of whom 22 were women
participated in the meetings.
Male & Female meeting particiapnts
It should be noted here that Dalits were
Male
Female
never considered as deserving recipients
of government support/grants because
of their isolation from the society. The
21%
project initiative has been appreciated
by the concerned agencies; and
government officials agreed due to their
ignorance Dalits were not considered
79%
earlier even though they deserve
government supports more than most of
the existing recipients. After these
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meetings and personal lobbing by the project local staff a good number of Dalit community
members has already received government supports/grant for the first time in the area.

12. Panchayet Network Strengthening
Table-4.13: Panchayet Network Strengthening Meeting (Central Committee
Meeting)
Sl.no
Date of event
Target
Achievement
Participants
M
F
Total
1 06.03.13
1
1
2
0
2
3
4
Total

28.04.13
23.06.13
21.07.13

1
1
1
4

1
1
1
4

2
1
1
6

Remarks

0
1
1
2

The Dalit Panchayet Committee consists of 31 members. This is a national forum for Dalit;
representatives of Dalit Panchayet from all over the country joined together to formed this
central Committee. Two Members from Kios supported project areas are among the central
committee members. The central committee meeting of the Forum held in Dhaka. Chairman of
the Central Committee also visited the area to meet and encourage the leaders to do the best
for raising voice for Dalit Human Rights. Importance of Women Participation & women
leadership development was also shared by the Central Leader during visit to areas. In the
meetings the committee reviews their past progress, bottlenecks, new problems and draw
future plan for the wellbeing of the community.
13. International Day Observation
Table-4.14: Observance of International Days
Sl.no
Date of event
Target

Achievement
M

08.03.13
21.03.13
Total

1
1
2

1
1
2

Participants
F
118
82
118
82
236
164

Remarks
Total

In order to develop awareness & community concern, draw attention of Government Authority
& involve media people to focus on women rights, the project organized rallies and discussions
meetings on 8th March observed as International Women’s Day and 21 March as Dignity day.
Two separate programs organized in each of the working district with the participation of the
community people both male & female. Band Rally with special T-shirt & cap for the
Participants make the rally colorful & decorated. Printed leaflet distributed among the general
mass to know the importance of the day and support to the people for dignity and human
rights. More than hundreds of people in each of the areas participated.
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14. Quarterly Magazine Publication
Table-4.15: Publication of Quarterly Magazine
Sl.no Date of publication
Target

Achievement

08.03.13

1

1

21.03.13

1

1

2

2

Total

Remarks
Published as usual with the information
on the Dalit situation all over the
country.

Publication of Quarterly magazines with the information on the Dalit situation all over the
country is another very important activity of the Project. During the reporting period, 2000
copies of the magazine were published. The copy distributed to all the Government Officials in
the locality and to the community groups.
2.3.4 Achievement of the expected objective







Dalit women are placed at the absolute bottom of the social hierarchy as they face
systemic and structural discrimination threefold: as Dalit, as poor and as women; they
were never considered as equal partner in the family/society. Shadow Women
Panchayet has opened a window for the Dalit women; for the first time they are
organized. Now they are meeting regularly and discussing the issues related to
development/oppressions, it makes the women sensitive about their rights in the family
as well as in the society. Moreover, this is the only forum where they got opportunity to
express own views for freedom, share their problems, discuss solutions. It immensely
helps building their self-confidence and respect. They meet, they go out, they
participate and speak out their problems with reasons scaling their gradual
advancement.
Increases school going children in Government Primary Education and reduces dropout
significantly.
Dalit male counterparts became gender sensitive and moderate regarding women
issues. Joint meeting in the community level with the Government and other service
delivery institute, Training in the community level and participation make them sensitive
and aware about service delivery systems and institutions. The traditional believes &
attitude towards female role in the family and society has been gradually changing in
favor of women.
Linkage/Networking meetings with Upazila Nirbahi Officer (Secretary of the Opazila
Parishad), other government agencies and mayors help establishing a good relationship
with service delivery agencies and administration. They are now more capable of
demanding their share of facilities from different agencies more confidently. The local
government service delivery institutions are fully aware about Dalit community
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problems; and good relationship also makes them more sympathetic and supportive
towards Dalit causes. For the first time Dalit started to have their share of government
allocations for the poor. In the monthly meeting with the DC SHAREE focuses it effort
with the Dalit community and that placed in the minutes in a regular basis.
After one year of implementation of the project activities some noticeable changes in
the attitude and behaviour of Panchayets leader’s are visible, a good number of
Panchayet operations follow democratic system, selection of Panchayet committee
members now follow a more participatory process then before, they started
maintaining records accordingly for transparency. Panchayet is aware about women
human rights and all the Panchayet included women in the Panchayet.

2. 4 Pre-primary School for Dalit Children
Supported by-

SHAREE committed its services
to education with an emphasis
to the education of poorest
family children especially to
Dalit Community as the
community is far behind of the
sector because of discrimination
& deprivation.

NGO Foundation

Sl.N Name of the School
o.

Location of the shcool

1 Bet Mari Pre-primary School

Betmari Rishi para

2 Hati Alga Pre-primary School

Hati Alga Majar Rishi
para
Balair char Rabidash
para

3 Balair char Pre-primary School

2.4.1 The Objectives of the Project
1. Development community concern for children education.
2. Create opportunity for Pre-School learning for Dalit children & reduce dropout.
3. Mainstream to pre-school graduate Dalit children with the existing educational
institutions to continue the study.
A tri-way process is followed by SHAREE to attain the main objectives of the program.




Create opportunity for the children of Dalit community for education &
mainstream with the existing educational institutions.
Support to Government initiative to increase net enrollment rate of the children
in the primary education and reduce drop out to achieve the goal of MDG.
Lobby Advocacy in the Education Ministry / Department for special attention to
Dalit children education.
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This special support by the NGO Foundation created opportunity for the poorest community
children. SHAREE started the school with the Dalit community children at Sherpur area. 3 schools
have been running in the 3 different areas of Dalit community with community selected teacher.
The teachers are specially trained by SHAREE on the teaching method (pedagogy). 56 female & 34
male students are learning in the centre. The record of half yearly and annual exam is quite
satisfactory. The monitoring by the Foundation authority approved one more school for 2014
This project is supported by NGO Foundation for pre-primary education support to Dalit
children at SHAREE working areas under Sherpur.
2.4.2 Activities performed during the year
1. On-service refresher training for teachers: 3 teachers, appointed & trained last year,
from the three areas were provided with necessary refresher training during the
reporting period. Similar contents, as basic training like Child care, behaviour of
children, Teaching techniques and use of learning materials through participatory
process, etc., were covered. The refresher training was conducted by SHAREE resource
person.
2. Mothers club meeting: Monthly meetings were conducted as planned. Mothers of the
school children oriented on the child care with immunization, nutrition food for the
children, Women rights and child rights, Parents responsibility for children education
etc.
3. Mainstreaming to Govt. Primary Schools: 2012-2013 SHAREE operated pre-primary
schools succeeded to admit 46 children to nearby Primary Schools.
4. Exchange of views with Government school’s authority: The project organized several
informal meetings with the local government and non-government schools managing
committees and schools authorities about Dalit children’s education.
5. Monitoring: Regular follow up and monitoring was made by the staff and by the local
Panchayet committee.
Activities

School running
Mother's club meetings
Monitoring
Student's mainstreaming
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2013
Planned
3
30
4
36

achieved
3
30
4
36

% achieved

100
100
100
100
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2. 5 Advocacy to Enhance Justice for the Climate Vulnerable People in
Bangladesh
Network on Climate Change in Bangladesh, Funded by Bread for the World,
Germany

Bangladesh is highly vulnerable countries to climate change due to global warming, because it is
low-lying, located on the Bay of Bengal in the delta of the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna
and densely populated. Its national economy strongly depends on agriculture and natural
resources that are sensitive to climate change and sea level rise. Sea level rise, temperature
rise, increased evaporation, changes in precipitation and changes in cross boundary river flows
are identified as the agents of change, which cause the most threatening impacts in the natural,
social and economic systems of the country. The agents of change have an impact on several
main natural system processes, such as: inundation, storm surges, low river flows, salt water
intrusion, and river and coastal morphology. They pose a risk to the country's social and
economic development.
The key risks identified for adaptation are: drainage congestion reduced fresh water availability,
disturbance of morphologic processes and increased intensity of flooding and disasters.
Briefing about Network on Climate Change in Bangladesh
‘Network on Climate Change, Bangladesh (NCC.B)’ was established in 2005 with the support of
‘Bread for the World (BftW)’, Germany to address climate challenges. NCC,B has started its
journey from the southwest coastal region of with a determination to work all over Bangladesh
and has an aim to spread its network throughout the South Asia. Nabolok, is leading NCC, B at
present. Assistance for Slum Dwellers (ASD), Bangladesh Auxiliary Services for Social
Advancement (BASSA), Unnayan Dhara, Self- Help Association for Rural people through
Education &Entrepreneurship (SHAREE), Christian Commission for Development in Bangladesh
(CCDB) and Church of Bangladesh Social Development Programme (CBSDP) are the present
member of the network.
2.5.1 Overall Goal and Objectives:
The interests, demands and needs of the most vulnerable people of Bangladesh are recognized
and considered in national climate change policy which is pro-poor and vulnerability oriented.
Objectives of the Project:
NCCB successfully implements its campaign to enhance justice for the climate vulnerable
people in Bangladesh. The affected and most vulnerable people in the project areas of the
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member organizations are mobilized and able to claim their rights. Network members have
enhanced evidence-based knowledge and practice on climate change and adaptation. The
institutional set-up of the network is finalized and capacities are further enhanced
2.5.2 Activities Performed during the year
Development of National Advocacy Forum: Adaptation under climate change situation is a
challenging & creative mission for the community for facing future threat. In order to share the
threat situation, ensure peoples participation and think sharing 2 District Committees have
been formed in Sherpur and Jamalpur Districts. Adequate representatives from both sex are
included in the community covering representatives of various professions like farmer, local
elite, local administration authority is included. The committee meets bi- monthly and focusing
the situation with the Government authority.
Organize Divisional Coordination meeting: After the meeting of the District committee the
consensus of the meeting is placed in the Divisional meeting as recommendation for Divisional
planning.
Organize Human chain: Human chain for people’s awareness was organized under COP-18.
Peoples from different sectors participated in the chain to support general mass to be prepared
and active to face the changed situation.

2.6 Justice for Food and Agriculture system in Bangladesh
A project of campaigning for sustainable rural livelihoods-Funded by OXFAM UK

2.6.1 Objectives of the Project



Promote women role in Agriculture and snsure female farmers access to Coops Market
Campaigning on comprehensive agrarian reform with due focus on climate change,
adaptation and food security
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In the context of climate change, a ‘Gender” analysis promotes an understanding of the ways
that men & women are differently impacted by climate related hazards and by adopting
adaptation and mitigation strategies. Bangladesh situation deserves attention: specially, gender
specific resources patterns, gender-specific effects of climate change, gender aspects of
mitigation, and adaptation, gender and decision making on climate change, omens capacity to
cope with climate change, and gender related pattern of vulnerability. The project will work
specially on the issue of a gender equity & perspectives.
2.6.2 Activities Performed during the year
Activities
Celebration of International
women’s day
Workshop on Food security and
effect of climate change
Focus Group Discussions (FGD) on
marketing related problems of
women farmers produces
Survey on marketing related
problems of women farmers
produces

Target

Achieve
ment

Participants
Male

Female
94

Total
107

1

1

13

1

1

-

20

20

1

1

18

62

80

1

1

28

72

100

1. Celebration of International women’s day: 107 representatives from local journalists,
local elite persons, women farmers and Dalit women participated in the rally. The rally
was well decorated by various colourful banners, festoons and dresses of the
participants. The main areas that have been highlighted in the rally were importance of
women labours in agriculture and discriminatory practices against women agricultural
labour wages. All participants emphasized that time has come to recognise the proper
role of women in the various employment sectors and all sorts of discriminatory
practices in working place must be stopped. Wages must be determined based on skills
and ability not on sex.
2. Workshop on Food security and ultimate effect of climate change: A 3 day long
workshop for elected women Union Parishad (UP) members was organised at the
auditorium of Perojpur Chamber of Commerce on June 26 to June 28, 2013. A total of
67 participants attended the workshop out of which 18 were UP women members and 2
UP councillors. The remaining participants were from other areas like teachers,
journalists, women leaders, NOG workers, members of cultural associations, etc.
Moreover, other important personalities like Upazila vice chairman, UP chairman, panel
mayor, office bearers of press club attended the meeting to show their moral supports
for the causes.
3. Survey on marketing related problems of women farmers produces: The project
completed a survey on marketing related problems in Shepur areas. The survey was
implemented from 6-10 March 2013. A total of 100 farmers were interviewed of which
72% were female respondents. The survey findings in nutshell are as follows;
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Family size-6 member/family, all respondents are farmer
Participants’ land holding-10 decimal to 300 decimals.
Main products-Rice -85%, Vegetables-65%, Jute-50%.
Major marketing problems: The survey showed that the products of very small
farmers are usually sold at the local markets and the unscrupulous middlemen
offered much lower price than that of Sherpur and other towns.

4. Focus Group Discussions (FGD) on marketing related problems of women farmers
produces: In order to identify the problems related to marketing of women farmers’
production this FGD session was organised on 9 March 2013 at Ramkhail Bazar under
Shepur district. Upazilla government officials and elite personalities of the locality also
attended the session. It study finding suggest that due to lack of appropriate
organization to support marketing of the products of very small farmers the middlemen
offered much lower price than that of Sherpur town. In some cases the farmers had to
sell their products less than production costs. The session unanimously agreed that
formation of small famers cooperatives would substantially help alleviate such
problems.

3. Challenges and Limitations


The Dalit community has no social respect and they have been neglected over
generations due to social isolation. They like to live in clusters and do not like to leave it
because of mental retardation. As they do not get social respect they always feel shy
and keep alien themselves from others. It demoralizes them and undermines their
capabilities. Their shyness became barrier in establishment of their basic rights in the
society. However, as a result of frequent exposure meetings with civil society,
government officials, NGO officials, Dalit leaders gradually coming out of shyness.



Historically, Dalit is a male dominated community; Dalit women encounter various types
of discrimination within their family/society. So far their role was limited within home
only for child bearing & rearing and housekeeping. This unfortunate group of human
being were never allowed to make any decision even within their family affairs. As a
result their self-esteem is very low; naturally it will take sometimes for them to be able
to take society leadership.
The majority of the members of Dalit community are illiterates, conservatives and
superstitious. Understandably, women are most deprived and neglected in such society.
It is really challenging for the development organizations to up lift their position in the
home and community. Most Dalit male members and Panchayet leaders are not even
ready to think about women leadership in the community.
Women members included in the Panchayet are not able to play their expected role
because of the traditional mental setup of their male colleagues; most of the male
Panchayet members are reluctant to co-operate their female counterparts. However,
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due to persistent knocking from the project, attitudes of male members are gradually
changing.
The representatives of main Panchayet are not equally cordial and supportive about
Youth Movement Groups and Shadow Panchayet.
It is difficult to work during week day’s normal working hours with the beneficiaries,
because most of them work in different industrial concern. In order to face this
situation, the project staff used to visit them after normal working hours.
Relief minded attitude among the members of community exists (demand for
immediate support both technically & financially)
Conflict among the community leaders and lack of faith and respect to each other within
community people
Lack of access to justice
Reluctant for development mobilization
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